**Tidelands Draft or Grab Forum Issue Tonight**

*Fondren Library To Be Scene Of Mammoth Tidelands Debate*

November Date To Open 2nd Rally Club

*Blood Drive*

The Rally Club will sponsor another blood drive on the campus this year, beginning in November when the bloodmobile will be on the campus. The Rally Club urges all the students to participate in the blood drive this year as blood is still badly needed for the wounded in Korea.

*Lewis, Wischmeyer Ask For Electrical Engineering Support*

Dr. E. H. Lewis, Associate Professor of Chemistry, and Dr. Carl Wischmeyer, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, spent this past summer studying the rate of alkylation and attempting to develop a device that will extract more usable information from adsorbent records respectively for the Humbles Oil Refining Company. The two professors were part of a group of college professors representing the Engineering School which employed the country's sum for the benefit of the Humbles Company—such work being some problem that follows closely the subject recently paralleled his work at college.

Humble hopes that the systematic study of alkylation made by Dr. Lewis may lead to higher yields and a better product. Alkylation is the backbone of high octane gasoline and the whole reaction during manufacture is a highly complicated process that needs a chemist's knowledge of American literature and decided on two problems that follow closely the subject recently paralleled his work at college.

Students who had their pictures taken any time last week, come to the publications office, and set- tled back into the deep chair in the Thresher office. The Princeton Professor said that students signing up for the Princeton drum corps are required to attend a one-hour class meeting 2-4 hours, two days a week, and make an appointment with the Red Cross Blood Bank, which is across the street from San Jacinto High School. This center is open on week-days and Rice will be given a special credit if requested by the donor.

Bass Wallace, who is in charge of the blood drive, announces that he personally recommends the a-c-v-e-n-e of Gladys (Red) Ashmore, the "Bloodflier(ing) Bombshell," who is a true heart donor. Thirty donors are expected to give blood before November can call and request the Red Cross Blood Bank. The campus bulletin board will be covered with candidates for queen riding in the parade. A desire to make this parade the best in the nation will be featured in the parade, Zander, alumni head.

Each literary society is planning an event for the rally, and any re-sitings must be scheduled back into the deep chair in the Thresher office.

**TICKETS**

In the earlier, more serious stage of the evening's entertainments, a report was heard from the guests. It was announced that the price of a student guest ticket will be handled by a Southeast Conference ruling and is not under the control of Rice Athletic Association, although the price is handled by a Southeast Conference ruling and is not under the control of Rice Athletic Association, which belongs to all Rice students is to be issued by the publications office, composing the forum committee with Mr. J. B. Giles, assistant professor of economics, and Mr. C. G. Oates, editor of the THRESHER, and the working professors emphasize that the Follies is an all-student function, and would like to ask for further interest from an already interested student body.

---

**College Students To Get Selective Service Exams**

Around 4,000 Texas college students are expected to take the third nation-wide series of Selective Service college qualification tests in December and April, Brigadier General Paul L. Wakefield, state draft director, said today.

The tests will be given Thursday, December 4, 1952, and Thursday, January 23, 1953, in 60 testing centers on college campuses. In the latter portion of the half hour, seminars on the past and the latter portion of the half hour, seminars on the past.

The annual Freshman shock absorbers are expected to be held at 8:30 o'clock tonight (following the pep rally) in the Lecture Lounge of the Fondren Library with no admission charge. Mr. Chalmers MacFudspoth, lecturer in government, will be moderator of tonight's event. Several later forums are to be presented before election time on other vital issues of the campaign.

**Speakers for federal ownership campaign**

Mr. Mike Smith, Houston attorney, and Stan Siegel, a Rice student, received his LLB from the University of Texas Law School in 1952, and has been in practice locally.

The state ownership will be urged by Mr. Henry Holland, local attorney, and Brad Thompson, sophomore, academic student and national debate champion. Mr. Holland was graduated from Sewanee college in Tennessee with a BA and the University of Texas Law school with an LLB.

"We are going to direct discussion to the weight and significance of the tidelands as a governing factor in the vote and the near-est issues," commented Mr. Dixie.

According to traditional practice, an open question period will be held to follow the prepared speeches.

Gerry O'Keele is the chairman of the forum committee with Mr. J. B. Giles, assistant professor of economics, and Mr. C. G. Oates, editor of the THRESHER, and the working professors emphasize that the Follies is an all-student function, and would like to ask for further interest from an already interested student body.
Tidelands, Grab Or Graft?

"The Tidelands or Graft?" will be the subject of tonight's Forum, and we want to give our two inches worth before tonight's debate.

We feel that the Tidelands question's importance has been blown out of proportion. In fact, it has been a major campaign issue. Texas is one of the forty-eight states and only one. The wealth surrounding the boundaries of the United States by rights is a matter that concerns many people of the United States. Texas is far from poor. There is no question of depriving her already wealthy schools, nor is there a question of creating socialism.

However, that is not to say that certain individual interests will be able to more easily put pressure on certain state officials who are dependent on them for re-election or on a more remote central government concerned with a wider interest.

We support Mr. Stevenson's view of the Tidelands question, and applaud his courage in declaring this view staunchly to Governor Shivers, who naturally is upholding his duty as the Texas people's servant in attempting to grasp all possible revenue for Texas.

Mr. Stevenson would uphold the Truman veto.

The Best Approach

"I have done the best I could ... to talk sense to the American people," said Governor Ad a Stevenson Monday night. He feels that the "T"exas. -related quote below is closely thought out, workable, and with idealistic, putting the United States forward and not reaching back for a past which was at that tentative and at worst destructive to millions of Americans.

"No approach to the problem of corruption in Government is good enough if it ignores the deeper problem of corruption in men. We don't say a bank is corrupt if the cashier is corrupt. Behind every crooked tax collector is a crooked taxpayer."

"I generally think that close screening of government employees and the professional work of the FBI is the best way to turn over every stone in this country. It can be done without sifting innocent people. We don't believe we can sift our processes of justice without endangering our freedom."

Prosperity: "I don't know whether the Old Guard will take it, but on the record I think we can keep production and employment high in this country. I think we can arrest inflation. We'll stop rising prices and wages which just eat the man."

The RICE THRESHER

Saturday, November 30, 1957

Tied &clands Grab Or Graft?

The achievement of Kathryn Wind-er is being sung again. Since even when Amber made her entrance via theoles into the literary world, she has been anxiously awaited by this department and by truly inter- ested in literature, she produced a masterful piece of overwhelming quality, in fact it is, in their words, "strange- ly beautiful." Since then the leading periodicals and reviewers have sufficiently panned the hook to arouse a different curiosity. When a hero smells like sea wade as he raises the hair from the heroine's neck to place his mouth there—this is real sensation!

Len Threlk of Dallas made what is probably the most fascinating insight when he wrote: "Miss Wind- er has succeeded in making even literary world, Miss Windsor's work a masterful piece of overwhelming quality, in fact it is, in their words, "strange- ly beautiful." Since then the leading periodicals and reviewers have sufficiently panned the hook to arouse a different curiosity. When a hero smells like sea wade as he raises the hair from the heroine's neck to place his mouth there—this is real sensation!

"The grooves! There are country people who live near by, they may in Houston, but sometimes they need milk and bread." A newspaper on the counter handed me, "Eisenhower Invades Norway," I betrayed, by a glance, some inter- est in the story, and the old woman "I you think the bill will win the election?" She had acquired the American habit of calling present (and past) greats by nicknames. I hedged, "I don't know. Do you think he will win?"

"You don't plan to vote for him?"

"Oh, no, I will vote for Mr. Stevenson." she didn't feel so familiar with Stevenson, then, and yet she preferred him over Ike.

"You don't plan to vote for him?"

"No, I think he will win."

"You don't plan to vote for him?"

"Oh, no, I will vote for Mr. Stevenson."

"Ya, I get you okay."

"I'll get it, I want to get out anyway. Actually, they had a little bit of everything, filling station-neighborhood grocery store. All they needed was a neighbor, who knows all this stuff?"

Claudia Provides Good Entertainment For Riceites

One of the most thoroughly enjoyable ‘plays to run here in several months opened Wednesday night at the Playhouse. Rose Franking's fragrant comedy of the ideal American mar- riage made its bow to Houston's theatre-goers and produced in the title role the lovely Roven Colly.

"Claudia" is, of course, the story of a lovely, totally naive young girl married to an older patient man. Life on a farm to her seems to con- sist of "keeping everything preg- nant!" and her attempts to prove to the world how much she has-to-see provides some of the funniest scenes in the play. The story as it is of her growth into maturity by learning the facts of life, and the play supplies a reason for her becoming one of the families members of the audience.

Well-staged and directed by Bill Rieger with a cast of six, the play gives a good design and excellent play- acting.

Two Houstonians w garments of appliances, father and daughter, played by Rose Franking, as the bosomy Wagners opera singer hilariously set the house back on its rotten feet and to our exclusive interpretation of the role. Betty Jones Little gave a special metals role for Claudia.
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To the Editor:

America, in a sense, is divided. For "Fluentemvoire Constans" we feel the need to respond.

To the Editor:

President Stevenson's "latter to the older" signed by Milwood McCullough, 

Dr. E. E. Emerson, and Evans Burrows, beloved men of our age, is a reflection of some of the waste of talent, and of vulgarity, that the American people must handle in controlling the United Kingdom.

I agree, and I want my position clear. I would like to say here that I consider myself neither a Democrat nor a Republican. I will vote for the man who, in my opinion, will be of the greatest benefit to our country and to the world. I admire General Eisenhower and Governor Stevenson, because I feel that he is a personally honest, intelligent man who has the welfare of the country and of the world at heart. For this reason, I cannot say anything for which the two candidates will vote.

I feel, however, that, regardless of who is elected, this support should not be based on current political policies. Miss McCullough is apparently rather an admirer of her husband. If she will recall, State's Rights has been the rallying call of the Democratic Party for over a hundred years, and has been actively attached by the Republican Party during the majority of that time. (Or doesn't she remember the issues of the Civil War?) Has the Republican Party, then, suddenly adopted this basic cause the Democrats are not stressing? I doubt. By all the evidence of the Democratic Party for a half century, with which has always been affected by the cause of the South, which has the greatest sincerity and expressed his principles of common sense and honesty. He has given us a real hope for normal integrity and intelligent policy in government.

Stevenson, in my opinion, is a second-rate politician—appointed, testy, inflation, and political fealty another four jeers.

On the same policies and policy-makers for another four years.

Governor Stevenson, the editorial continues, "is a leader who is trusted, who is experienced in the machinations of foreign policy and who is noted for his revealing corruption from government." As a trusted politician—appointed, tested, and approved by Jake Arvey—hisendorsement is more to be desired.

His foreign policy experience was gained working with Alger Hiss, "a man of high character," in the State Department.

His record of fighting corruption is such that the Federal Government reports an all-time record for- this fiscal year. All forms of violation and crime are operating openly in many parts of the state. Illinois is one of five states currently operating on a deficit.

It is unfortunate that the Threshold should use such terms as "venal" and "unscrupulous." When referring to the campaign of Dwight Eisenhower, he is a great American whom no thinking person could ever describe is those words. Eisenhowzer has come to the people with the greatest sincerity and expressed his principles of common sense and honesty. He has given us a real hope for normal integrity and intelligent policy in government.

Stevenson, in my opinion, is a second-rate politician—appointed, testy, inflation, and political fealty another four jeers.
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Will English Grads Get 3 Meals Daily?  

By JONCE JOHNSON

Every year, the hallowed (7) halls of Rice spew forth a number of people who have labored long and have finally qualified for the big question, "What shall I do to support myself?" This may change to, "What can I do to support myself," and finally, "Don't anyone let me support myself, too, by this time, two others?"

For those who have been English majors since the beginning, and also for those who may have begun as pre-majors, switched to math majors and then-changed to English majors during their junior year, beyond their control, here are some of the types of jobs open to you following graduation, as reported by Miss Georgia Hint, head of the Alumni Placement Board.

For those willing to get further information on the above, the time, two others, there are the fields of teaching and library work.

If the English major has any clerical skills, such as typing or shorthand, or both, he should encounter little difficulty in obtaining a job. There are positions available in clerical work, personal and public relations work, selling and merchandising, and the field of advertising.

One of the most lucrative fields open to the English major is that of sales work. Many majors with good sales abilities are in demand as assistants in industry, selling and merchandising, and the field of advertising.

For the average starting salaries for English majors go, the male has an advantage over the female. For a male, the average starting salary is $325 per month; for a woman, it is $225 per month.

The French department and the French club Les Hiboux are sponsoring again this year a series of French films, with English subtitles which have proven popular in France. The first film will be shown on the last Thursday of this month in Fondren Lecture Lounge. Subscriptions for the year are $2. Any student or student's family may obtain a subscription.

The English majors, then, is that merchandising, and the field of advertising work, personnel and public relations work, with their clerical skills, such as typing or shorthand or both, he should encounter little difficulty in obtaining a job. There are positions available in clerical work, personal and public relations work, selling and merchandising, and the field of advertising.

Saturday is open rush for the KELLE, VCLB, DELA, and PALS.

The KELLEs are sponsoring a dinner on Monday, October 5, at 6:00 o'clock, with the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, 4412 Beraea Avenue.

On Monday, October 6, the ELLS are going to Mary Louise Jackson's home for the day for a picnic Sunday, October 7, the OWLS are giving a pep rally at noon Saturday in Freedom Field.

Les Hiboux Opens

Cafe Society Door; Soirees Planned

Les Hiboux, the Rice French club, will begin its fall activities by introducing its new members to Cafe Society at a party on Thursday, October 16. A record-breaking membership of 150 will likely be increased by at least 50 more to include all Rice students.

Mr. Herbert Unruh is the faculty sponsor of the group. This year's officers are President, Lewis Dubiel; Vice-President, Louis Dubiel; Secretary, Harriet Per- ty; Treasurer; Harriet Hunter; Histor- ian: and Publicity Chairman: Phyllis McStravic, Membership chairman: Tom Burkett, Rec- chairman: and Jack Gooden, Food chairman.

French Department

Supports All New Subtitled Films

The French department and the French club Les Hiboux are sponsoring again this year a series of French films, with English subtitles which have proven popular in France. The first film will be shown on the last Thursday of this month in Fondren Lecture Lounge. Subscriptions for the year are $2. Any student or student's family may obtain a subscription.

From Under

Sponsors All New Subtitled Films

The English majors, then, is that merchandising, and the field of advertising work, personnel and public relations work, selling and merchandising, and the field of advertising.

Saturday is open rush for the KELLE, VCLB, DELA, and PALS.

The KELLEs are sponsoring a dinner on Sunday, October 6, at 6:00 o'clock, with the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, 4412 Beraea Avenue.

On Monday, October 6, the ELLS are going to Mary Louise Jackson's home for the day for a picnic Sunday, October 7, the OWLS are giving a pep rally at noon Saturday in Freedom Field.
Law School Test To Be Given Four Times This Year

The Law School Admission Test, required of applicants for admission to a number of leading American law schools, will be given at more than 100 centers throughout the United States four times this year. This test, which is required by many major law schools, is prepared and administered by the Educational Testing Service. The test is also sponsoring the Graduate Record Examinations. This test required of many graduate schools was taken by nearly 8,000 students during 1951-52. Over 4,000 applicants took the law test, their scores being sent to over 100 law schools.

Further information concerning the tests may be obtained by writing Educational Testing Service, P.O. Box 816, Princeton, N.J. Information about the graduate test may be obtained from P.O. Box 889, Los Feliz Station, Los Angeles 27, California.

The first law test will be given November 10, the first graduate test, November 7 and 8.

Board Members To Win Free Trip To New York City

A free trip to New York City with a chance to help write, edit, and illustrate the August College issue of MADEMOISELLE magazine is the reward which MADEMOISELLE is offering to the top twenty Grass Roots Democrat College Board members this year. Applications from undergraduates for membership on its 1952-53 College Board are now being accepted by an impartial faculty committee, which will decide the winners.

For further information see the Dean of Women or write to: College Board, MADEMOISELLE, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

ATTENTION BUMS! Next Saturday, October 11, the Baby Club and the A.P.O. will stage their annual "Bum's Rush," at Blossom Heath. This dance is guaranteed to be the "Best Bum" of the year, and anyone recognizing he (or she naturally) got home will have his money cheerfully refunded. There will be appropriate "prices" for the "Best Bum" and the "Bigoest Bum" (this is always the tougher one to pick), with judging done by impartial faculty committees.

The outstandingly low price of this magnificent festa is only $2.00 for a couple and $1.75 for those going stag (male or female).

The Co-Op is exerting every effort to restock as quickly as possible the books we have sold out of. All orders have been wired to the publishers with requests to rush shipment. We regret the delay and inconvenience you have been caused.

THE RICE INSTITUTE CO-OP.ERATIVE STORE

Shirts, sweaters, underwear, suits, outerwear, handkerchiefs and kerchiefs.

Manhattan

Most likely to succeed...

You'll be voted a howling success... good looking glasses will win your way... even the Dean will change your style when you appear in either of these famous shirts by

The button down oxford has a natural roll to the collar; the white pique has the distinctive eyelet tab collar. Today's the day to see us and other fine Manhattan men are there.

For Nationally Advertised Brands of Stylish Men's Wear See ED NIKEN, B.A. '37

University
MEN'S and BOYS' SHOP
"IN THE VILLAGE"
2402 University Blvd. at Morningside

STEVEN'S
Records - Radio - TV
abella SERVICE
Manhattan 5-2115
215 Elby in The Village
By J. FRED DUCKETT

Tomorow night the up and coming Rice Owls meet their intersectional foes, and every one of them is a rugged opponent. The conference merry-go-round commences with a bang this week-end as Texas Christian plays host to Arkansas and Oklahoma. There are more thrilling Win-
ing games from LSU than from any of the conference teams. Of their last seven meetings, only 1950 did the LSU man-
age their arch-rivals. And then it was a rough affair with more penalties than last Saturday's Tech game.

The Tigers met the underside, as usual these last few years, from 11 to 24 and to Alabama 21-20. Both games could have gone either way, but poor flagging and flag-
er mistakes hurt the Tigers. LSU
more difficult than last week.

Their loss to the Bojacks, a sophomore star, a fast, hard runner-
who should be much better than any of the running backs on the Rice team.

Tigers Hoping To Riffle Tough Tigers' Roar Tomorrow

affair with more penalties than last Saturday's Tech game.

Tough Tigers' Roar

Tough Tigers' Roar (Continued on Page 2)

No, it was the greed of United States politicians who wrecked the economy of Great Britain. And it is the belief that we must have solvent, free countries in the world, that gives America the opportunity to preserve our own economy that we are trying to translate into the General equilibrium of Great Britain and the world.

Shake Hands or Thresh! (Continued from Page 1)

Shake Hands or Thresh! (Continued on Page 2)

No other game will be on sale for as much as the Rice Owls (Continued on Page 2)

No other game will be on sale for as much as the Rice Owls